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Reads L to R (Western Style) Â Ponyo, a female fish, runs away from her home in the sea and ends

up stranded on the shore. Sosuke, a five-year-oldÂ boy who lives on a cliff, rescues her. He

promises to protect Ponyo forever. Ponyo grows very fond of Sosuke, andÂ with the help of her

sisters and her fatherâ€™s magic, she becomes human. This results in a great imbalance in

theÂ cosmos, causing great storms and floods and satellites to fall from the sky. Ponyo becomes a

fish again and SosukeÂ promises to love her no matter what form she takes. In the end, when

Ponyo kisses Sosuke, she becomes human again.
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I bought this for my 3 1/2 year old son for Christmas. He loves watching the movie Ponyo, over and

over again so I thought that the book would be a great change, since he also loves reading too. I am

surprised by this book, its more than a picture book, it actually has some dialogue and story that you

can read along to, and follow just like the movie. I can't wait to read it to my son, he probably

already has the story memorized, and this book follows the movie exactly. It's just as enjoyable, if

not moreso than the movie, the pictures are very nice and they are scenes from the movie. I would

recommend to anyone that enjoys this movie.

This book will really surprise you - amazing artwork and the full story make this much more than just



"a picture book". Anyone who has seen the movie should really consider ordering the book - it is just

as magical as the movie!

A wonderful book full of beautiful illustrations that any child who has fallen in love with the "Ponyo"

film, its main characters and their stories will cherish. The page layouts are fun and easy to follow.

The book design falls somewhere in between a young readers chapter book and a japanese

manga. Both of my children, 2 and 5 years of age, repeatedly requests that we read them this book

which has quickly become one of their favorite bedtime stories. A must-have book if you're a Ghibli

Studios fan and if your child loves the "Ponyo" characters and their story.

A wonderful hardcover book, full of colorful pages and perfect gift for any child in love with the little

Ponyo.The book follows the story of the movie 100%. There are also text lines that follow the story

and they are easy to read.So beautifully made, high quality paper. My son does not leave it a

second. It was just a wonderful gift, bought here on  for only 14 dollars and free shipping.Worth

every penny.A must if you have a little Ponyo lover!PS: I add that my son prefers the book to the

movie now. This shift from video to reading time was the most amazing result.

I'll keep it short - this is a great value for what I paid (~$13.) Bought for a 4yr old and a 2yr old who

love to watch Ponyo. The book is very nice quality, lots of colorful pages, and I can easily

recommend this. I just hope the kids don't ask their parents to read the ENTIRE book before bed...

it's a long story :)

gorgeous book with multiple panel pictures on each page arranged differently each time.the book is

pretty long actually and covers the entire Ponyo story with words and pictures.great for bedtime

reading but expect to not finish in one sitting.book is also pretty big which i think allows the pictures

to stand out even more.one of Miyazaki's most charming stories besides Totoro. Highly recommend

the book and DVD.

We are really impressed by the quality of both the book and the story. It is the entire Ponyo story

with high quality still frames from the movie. Because it is the full movie expect this to take a number

of sessions to finish reading, but it is well worth it. This is an all time favorite at our house. It is

probably at least a third grade reading level, but our youngest also just loves to page through it an

look at the pictures. If you have a little one who loves Ponyo this is a must have!



Beautiful! It is basically the movie in book form! It is a favorite movie in our house and my kids love

to ocassionaly pick this up and browse through. Kind of like a kid "coffee table" book - although

some adults love it too. :)
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